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(1) As you use the theatre of the oppressed, improvisation is a tool. Please mention what technique was used to improvise?

(2) Session Creating the play It would change by creating the scripts "Play" should have a dramaturgy or at least and also insert which technique in each scene (for example, forum or invisible?). Much of the scene does not even involve these procedures.

Thank you for this observation. We will specify which technique we used in each scene.

(3) Session Results is very close to the session creating the plays, please improve this
session.

Reviewer 2 also made comments about the sessions Results and Methodology. We will improve results session and split it better from methods.

(4) Please specify the theatre rehearsals better
We will specify better how actors rehearse and how spect-actors interact.

(5) More pictures about this experience are necessary or site about this project.
We will include more pictures.